PROOF OF ELIGIBILITY FOR EMPLOYMENT

In accordance with the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006 you are required to produce documentary evidence of your eligibility for employment in the UK. As part of the University's Recruitment and Selection process, we ask that you bring the appropriate document(s) from either List A OR List B, with you to the interview.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU BRING THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS WITH YOU TO INTERVIEW

List A – One of the following documents required:

➢ UK Passport
➢ EEA passport/national identity card/
➢ Permanent residence document issued to EEA national or to family member
➢ Biometric Residence Permit – indefinite stay authorised
➢ Passport/travel document indicating exemption from immigration control and indefinite stay/right of abode authorised

OR

One of the following combination of documents required:

➢ Immigration Status Document authorising indefinite stay plus NINO card/previous payslip
➢ Full UK birth/adoption certificate plus NINO card/previous payslip
➢ Birth/adoption certificate issued in the Channel Islands, Isle of Man or Ireland plus NINO card/previous payslip
➢ Certificate of registration/naturalisation as a British Citizen plus NINO card/previous payslip
➢ Letter from Home Office/BIA plus NINO card/previous payslip

List B – One of the following to be produced

➢ Passport or travel document endorsed leave to remain and allowed to work in UK.
➢ Biometric Residence Permit indicating leave to remain and allowed to work in the UK
➢ Work permit plus passport/travel document or letter endorsed leave to remain and allowed to work in UK
➢ Application Registration Card plus evidence of verification by BIA
➢ Immigration Status Document or letter from BIA authorising stay plus NINO card/previous payslip
➢ Residence card/Certificate of Application less than 6 months old issued to EEA family member plus verification letter from UKBA.
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